Daily Living Aids for Dementia Patients
Thermo Series

Vital Series

Designed for patients who need extra time to
finish meals. This range ensures that food will be
kept cold or warm to the last spoonful.

This range is specifically designed for dementia
patients as the white base and red rim offers
colour contrast when eating. Features a sloped
base to make it easier to eat without tilting

Maddak Tableware

Safe Sip

This range allows those who have difficulty with
self feeding to do so. The inside lip keeps food
from sliding off the plate and helps push food
onto the utensil. The red colour adds depth
perception and colour contrast so patients
can see thier food.

Non-Slip Place Mats

Coated with special material on the top
and bottom so they are guaranteed to
hold crockery in place while eating. Used
by dementia patients as they are bright in
colour so show contrast at the dinner table.
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Spill proof lid that fits almost all drinking devices.
It is perfect for those that tend to spill their drinks
at dinner time or need an aid to help them drink.
Offers a range of colours so the cup or drink is
easily visable.

Henro-tek Handy Cup

For those with coordination difficulties and reduced
strength. The cup is transparent so users can see
the contents clearly. Cups are slanted to assist with
drinking and prevent spillage.
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Sure Grip Bendable Cutlery

The metal ends can be bent to any angle
to accommodate reduced range of motion
when eating and to provide the greatest
comfort. There is a comfortable ribbed grip
that helps patients with a weak grip to hold
the utensil securly.

Combination Cutlery

Combines a knife and a fork or a knife and a
spoon into one unique utensil. Designed for
use with one hand only, the handle is longer
to permit a secure grip. The cutting edge
is on the underside of the blade to prevent
injury to corners of the mouth.
*SPECIAL REQUEST ITEM

Angled Spoon

Thick Cutlery

The lightweight angled spoons are designed for
people with impaired arm and hand mobility.
The handles are oval to sit in the hand and allow
a secure grip when eating.
*SPECIAL REQUEST ITEM

This range has handles that are thicker
than normal to allow users with an altered
grip to better manage and grip. To make
cutting easier the knife handle has a slope
for the thumb to rest.
*SPECIAL REQUEST ITEM

Thin Cutlery
This range has long thin handles to allow a comfortable grip The long
handles reduce the need to lift the arm as high with normal length
cutlery. The underside is gently rounded to prevent point pressure.
*SPECIAL REQUEST ITEM
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